**Use of English**

A) earlier than 2. more reliable 3. more serious than 4. thinner 5. bigger 6. more interested 7. more important than 8. more simple 9. more crowded than 10. more peaceful than 11. more easily 12. higher than

B) 1. the cheapest 2. cheaper 3. larger 4. the longest 5. happier 6. the worst 7. the most popular 8. the highest/higher 9. most enjoyable 10. more comfortable 11. the quickest 12. the oldest/the eldest 13. more dangerous 14. drier 15. more expensive 16. most hardworking 17. worse 18. most difficult 19. bigger 20. worst 21. prettiest 22. funnier 23. richest 24. more important 25. better 26. kinder 27. most tiring 28. more beautiful than/most beautiful 29. narrower/more narrow than, the narrowest/the most narrow 30. luckier/more lucky than, the luckiest/the most lucky

C) 1. gone 2. been 3. gone 4. gone 5. been

D) 1. Have you ever ridden a horse? 2. Have you ever been to California? 3. Have you ever run a marathon? 4. Have you ever spoken to a famous person? 5. Have you always lived in this town? 6. What is the most beautiful place you have ever visited?

E) 1. met 2. haven’t seen 3. haven’t eaten 4. haven’t played 5. have had 6. haven’t read 7. have never been/haven’t been 8. has been late 9. have never tried/have never eaten 10. has happened 11. have never seen/haven’t seen

**Vocabulary**

1. lose 3. felt 5. cooker 7. loose 8. cook

**Reading**

**Text 1**


**Text 2**

A. 1. foreign money 2. (youth) hostel, campsite 3. underground 4. fish and chip (shops), hamburger (shops)
B. 1. information centres and/or tourist offices
   2 a) under 24  b) people over 65  c) (travelling) with a family
   3 (At) Indian and / or Chinese restaurants. 4 Inside / In a small shop.